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-In many institutions of higher education today there.is a

pressing and immediate need to establish some form of faculty evalua.=

tion lirogram or system. In many cases he prtmary impetus for an in-

stitution entering into the arena of faculty evaluation is a mandate

from the state legislature, the board of regents,, the institution's

-president, or some other like controlling authority. Whateyer/the

source, a directive is issued, a committee appointed, and a group of

faculty and/or administrators finds itself in the position of having

to design and implement a faculty evaluation program post haste.

A common error made by such groups or-committees charged with

developing a faculty evaluation program is to.begin by designing a

student rating form or student evaluation questionnaire. This is a

trap that is easi* falle'n'into mainly because-the buIk of the Iitera-

,

ture in the area of faculty evaluation focuses on the qualities, char-

acteristics, advantages, virtues, faults, andshortcomings of student
46

ratings. Although student ratings of faculty performance are certainly'

one essential coMponent of a comprehensive faculty evaluation system, .

they are by no mans the only, -or emgn riecessarily the most fmportant

component (Costin et. al., 1971; Doyle, 1975; Miller, 1974). Addition-
.

ally, beginning the development of a faculty evaluation progral with

the design and implementation of a student riting form calls forth a

host of criticisms based primarily upon the issue of the validity of

student ratings in the evaluation of faculty performance, and thus
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jeopardizes the success of the,entire faculty evaluation effort.

There is a better way to go about designing and developing a fatuity

evaluation program.

Strategy for Success

Overcoming faculty resistance to the implementation of a faculty

evaluation program canbe a seAous probtem necessitating the utiliza-

tion of a variety of strategies desgined to promote acceptance (Grasha,

) 1977). Faculty members generally noi only meet the introdu%ion of

faculty evaluation systems with something less than enthusiasm, but,

in fact, are often oveAly hostile to the idea. This is especially

the case when the most visible first element of the-faculty evaluation

system is,a student rating form. The keyto overcoming this resistance

on the,part of the faculty, indeed the key to avoiding the generation

of much of the resistance in the first place, is to involve the f-xu)ty

in the design,of the system (Genova, et. al 1976). Fortunately, a

procedure may be employed which nationly involves the faculty in the

design of the systembut which also produces a system that h s the

greatest probabilityLpf being valid and useful as well.

The greatest resistance to faculty eval9atibn systems of any

sort, whether they rely on student rating forms, peer evaluatiohs, or

simply the judgment of an adMinistrator, derives from the fact that

the fundakientarvalues held by those doing the eValuating may not match

the values of those- beingsevaluated. In some cases, the values of those

doing the evaluating are unknown or at last unstated or vague. Evalua-

4
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tion is an act which requires that the person doing the evaluating .

apply,a structure of valUes to a set of data or information, and thus

make a judgment*as to the worth of the thing or action being evaluated.
*

Much of the criticisms of faculty evaluation systems or programs can

ultimately be traced to a funcitmental situation whereig the person

being evalUated either disagrees with, or is unsUre of, tha value

structure-of the evaluator. In other words, questions concerning tile

validity of various componerits of a faculty evaluation system or pro-

/
gram are basically reducible to dffferences or doubts concerOng the

assumed vaiue structure of the evaluator.

Therefore, the first step, and indeed the first critical element,/

in designing a comprehensive faculty evaluation sytem, is to arrive at,
%

a mutually agreed upon value structure for the insitution, college, or

department. That is, the folloWing batic questions,.musst,be ansiv.=!red

for and by the faculty'as a whole:

1. What aspects of faculty performance should be evaluated?

2. What source or sources should provide the information or
At.

data upon.which thtevaluation will be based?

3. Mow much weight or value should be placed on the information

provided by each source?

4 What kind of information should be gathered from each sourcei

S. How should the information be gathered (i.e., what forMit pro-

cedures, or protocols need to be developed)?

5
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DeterMining the Facdeland.cultVeueStrultRolello-uctureA

A critical trUth often overlooked or not recogniied by measure-
.

ment and evaluation specialists in designing questionnaires, forms, or

procedures for faculty evaluation systems is the fact that the design

and implementation of a successful faculty evaluation program is as

much a political process as it is a technical or psychometric one.

Much time and effort is spent agonizing over the validity of student

ratings, the validity of peer evallations, and the validity of the en-

tlreevaivation proceis. The literature abounds with research attempts

to valfdate one form or another. Although these are serious and im-k
portant.questions, the most imOortant form of validity is what might be

called "functional validity". That is, regardless of the statistical
1

andpsychometric characteristics that a form'or procedure might possess,.
4

if it is not accepted and used by the faculty or institution, it has no

"functional validity" or practiCal utility.

Of primary issue here is how to go'about establishing the func-

tional validity of the forms and,procedures of a comprehensive faculty

evaluatiOn system. It is assumed that once the functional validity of

a system has been established and the system is operating, the issue

of .the psychometric validity of the various components of the system can

be tackled with accepted measurement and validation techniques. To take

these steps in reverse order, as is' often the case, one stailds a very

good chance of becoming bogged down in the psychometric equivalent of

such questions as °Now many angels can dance on the head of a pin?"

while the pressures which originally.mandated a faculty evaluation
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program build to the point where someone else finally designs and im-

plements a system disliked by'everyone.

In ord.; to ar4wer the questions noted earlier, itis necessary

to obtain certain information from the faculty as a whole. That is,,

is necessary to determine the faculty role model which the majority.

of the faculty believes to be an appropriate one for the institution.

Additionally, the'value structure of the faculty regarding the entire

set of issues pertaining to what-is important enough to be evaluated,

and by whom, needs to bp determined. Various faculty role models

differ from institution to instftution, with the most common models

employing the traditional basic Teaching-Research-Service roles. A

more co4rehensive treatment of possible roles can be found in the work

of Miller (1972).

Briefly, the roles which have emerged and some of the activities

which define thec'e roles are as follows:

A. Advising

I. Advising students on programs of study

2. ,Sponsor or advise studeht groups

3. Chair Master's or Doctoral supervisory committees

4. Serve on Master's or Doctoral supervisory committees

4)B. Teaching

1. Teaching figular course offerin s

2. Developing course materials

3 Developing repiicable systems of instruction

7
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1. Serving on departmental, college, or university committees

2. ServiWg'on the,faculty senate
-3

u. Adm nistration and Management
/-

1. Directing or manag.ng an administrative unit

2. Program 'or project management

The-Arts

1. Presenting recitals

2. Staging, directing or acting,in musical, theatrical,

and dance productions

3. Exhibiting paintings, sculptures, and other creative arts

Publications

1. Books

2. Jouraal and magazine articles

3. Monographs, etc.

6. Public Service (within the-faculty member's area'of expertise)

1. Serving on local, state, or national committees

2'. Holding pub4ic office

Research

1. Basic scientific investigations, both theoretical and

applied.

2 Investigations of educationally relevant problems

Professional Status.

1. Activity in professional organizations

2 Awards, honors, or invited presentations

A

.4%
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Obviiltiify; the brief listings oractivities under each role head-/

ing shown are only meant to b.6 representative and suggestive, and should

not, be considered as complete definitions of each role. It is best that

each institution set up7 faculty committees or faculty workshops in

the initial stages of the development of a facuity evaluation system to e

determine which activities the faculty consider-appropriate for

defining each role.

Several-efforts have been made at combining the definition of,

faculty roles with a un form value ttructure for an institution.

W. R. Harper College in Palatine, Illinois, hat developed a source-by-
-

role weighting matrix in an attempt to begin reflecting values of the
/r. A

faculty in its evaluation system (Genova, et. al. 1976). Jacksott

State Community College in Jackson, Tennessee, and Piedmont Tethnical

College in Greenwood, South Carolina, have also undertaken extensive

, efforts to 'ascertain and develop; evaluation procedures Wtich reflect

the, values of the faculty (Jackson State fommunity College, 1978;

Piedmont Technical College, 1979). The form shown in Figure lb, with

its suggested cover memo.in Figure la are samples of composite forms

which may be employed in obtaining role definitional and_faculty value

11K. information on which the faculty evaluation system may be based.

Insert Figures.la and lb about here

Designing Data Gathering Sttategies

Once the elements which constitu e the roles in the faculty role
A

9
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iodel appropriate toiXhe institution have been defined and the appro:.
l

priate data sources and value' associated with each.data source have

been determined, it is possible to begin designing the required data

gathering strategies. In order to have an integrated faculty evalua-

tion system which Will provide informitionpit can be utilized for

promotion, tenure, and merit-pay decisions* it is useful, to develop
Or.

a procedure whkh produces a singular index winch is readily inter-

pretable. To produce such in index, it is only necessary to design

all data gathering strategies.such that the data they*produce can ul-

timately be expressed on the same numerical scale. Thus, irone of

the'data gathering strategies repluires a rating form; another,tin

interview; and another, a checklist; the information from eaa of these

devices or strategies must finally\be expressed on the same scale,

The following exmpIe ytill demonstrate the principles involved

in applyik 'he procedures discussed to this point in the development

of a'comprehensive faculty evaluatipn system,

EXAMPLE:
. r

" *-4114, - ';:'. s',

Assume that ule lash to evaluate the Teaching role of the faculty.
-4..i.

.

. ,

The first task is to deterMine what specific activities shriuld

be evaluated. This was accomplished by asking faculty to describe

the activities which constitute Teaching in their view. The fol-=.

lowing detinition emerlged:

TeachinA

. a. Classroom perforiance (enthusiasm, clarity of exposition,

organization, etc.)
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b. Material prharation (syllabus construction; tests

siructed'appropriately, effective handouts, etc.)

c. Record-keeping (turns ih trades' on el orders text,

files dretpiadd and withdrawal Slips; etcOt

IS
Using a form such as the one shown .in Figure 14; the faculty were

also asked to indicate how much weight should be placed on the data

or information provided by each data source listed. The faculty

urere...alpo asked to indicate how much weight-or value should be

placed on the input by-the variouSsourcei relfltive to the specific

activitieslifthin the Teaohing rolt.":' The general overall figures

for the factalty as a whole derived by thi% procedure were.as follows:

"How much weight should be placed on the input of the various.

. sources relative toAhe total evaluation of ihe Teachingrole?"

Teaching
,

Total Weightsi..
Students PeEers Self DeRt. Chair

75% 15% 5% 5%

1,0 the weights listed above, how should-the weights be distributed

across sPecific leaching activities?"

Teaching

a P-lassroom Terformice 50%

Materials Preparation 25% '

co. Record Keeping

A

15Ar-= 2%.

1%

A..

%

0

Totals 75%b

,11

15%

N
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From the aboie total weights-we can see tha't the Taoulty'have ex-

pressed the value that 75% of ttla weight of the evaluation or

their teaching Shoula.be placed on the information P'rovided by

studentsr and that the 75% shoUld bedistributed as so on in-

forma6.on concerning classroom performance, with the remaining 25%

on material preparation. thus, in designing our 'data gathering
.4

-strategy for the.Teaching role, it will.be necessary to develop

some sort ofluestionnaire or other form to'determine the student's

reactions.to not Only ciassroom per&rmance, but to the naterials
..

prepared,and used by the instructor in the course, is well.. Other

data gathering Strategies, sucil ae interviewing all orl)erhaps a

select representative few students from the class, are also-possi-
.

biiities.

.

. e , As can be *seen in the figures above, ,the faculty in our hypothetical
.

. .
. 1 ,

institution have determincd that,the input from peers c9Incerning
, .

4

%
etc. This 1nf6rmation-gathering wr.rategy may ,be as .detaiIed 4s

the Teaching role should be focused mainly on the quality of the

materials ,prep.ared and used in the cOurse.. Accordingly, some

protocol or forma must be deveI9ped that Would permit peers'to

evaluate or-Judge appropriate aapects of syllabirotests handouts,

specifyingjeorm, style, technique, or any,ofma number of other

characteristics oethe material:tor it nay be as geleral fts,simply

being an overalriet of guidelines for dpternining tbe value of

the matèriala produced:
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-The st,rategy for obtaininginformation frowthe individual faculty%

member oh the various elements of teaching may range from highly

specific questions eoncerninc intent and instruetional design

strategies to somethihg as general. as ?global self-ratings.

Finally, in sour example the department chair is required to pro-

vide input as to the record-keeping component of the fculty mem-

ber's overall teaching performance. The information gathering

strategy here could be as detailed as a comprehensive checklist

that the chair eompletes, or as simple as a form requiring only

a handful of simple responses to basic procedural questions that

the departmental secretary would complete.

In any case, all of the above data gathering forms, procedures,

or protocols would ultimately be recorded on a common scale.

Assuming a 1 to 5 scale with "1" being the lowest rating and "5"

being the highest, all information from the various sources would

be translated into the common 1 to 5 scale. Note that the criti-

cal point in this example is not how a speel'ic form, question-

naire, or procedure is designed, but rather the utilization of

the various data gathering or mieasurement strategies in an inte-

grated system which reflects the value structure of the faculty in

,the overall evaluation process. Thus, even though individual in-

struments or forma may be designed and implemented before their

psychometric valid.itytas been completely researched, the system

as a whole will have "functional validity" since the risults of

1 3
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the evaluations carried out should be more readily accepted by

the faculty owing to the fact that the system reflects their

values concerning what should be evaluated and.by whom and to

what degree.

It should be stressed that in the example above the issue of

the specific validity of the particular instruments, forms, or

questionnaires is not being ignored. Rather, concern for those questions

is placed in the proper perspective and dealt with in an appropriate

sequence so as to maximize the successful design and implementation of

the entire faculty evaluation system. In a like manner as described

in the example, information gathering or measurement strategies could

be designpd for each role and for each data source concerning th*at role.

It is unlikely, in a realistic setting, that any institution tmplement-

ing a faculty evaluation system will have sufficient lead time to devel-

op each instrument or strategy to such a degree that all questions con-

cerning its psychometric characteristics (validity, reliability, etc.)

will have been satisfactorily answered before being tmplemented. The

determination of these characteristics takes a good deal of time and

research. However, it is recognized that institutions must often im-
.

.rement a faculty evaluation system with whatever they have been able

develop in an extremely short length of time., The above described

system will permit such an implementation with 6en the most basic antd

elemental forms of measurement initruments or strategies, since the

1 4
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critical -components are not forms or questionnaires, but the value

placed on the information provided. These values will reflect the

faculty's collective values and thus the results of the system are

re likely to be accepted and used.

Individualizing the System

Assuming that we have determined the value structure of the

faculty in regards to the various roles to be evaluated, and by whom,

and further assuming that all forms, protocols, and information

gathering strategies have been designed so as to result in ratings on

a common scale, we arrive at the problem of how to take into account

different faculty assignments. Given the diversity of possible activ-

ities in which faculty may legitimately engage (as described earlier),

the problem of evaluation revolves around the determination of the

answers to the following questions:

A. Which criteria (activities) is a faculty member to be held

accountable for?

How can a faculty member be evaluated in a manner that

assesses performance only on those criteria, yet permits

comparison with other faculty whose chosen or assigned

activities (criteria) may differ?

The following steps suggest a method for answering these Imes-

tions:

A. Determining Criteria

1.. Each faculty member would, in conjunction with the
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appropriate contracting agent (i.e., Dean, Dept. Chair; etc.)

come to an agreement as to which combinatim of roles or

activities would comprise the contractual responsibilities

for the coming academic year.

As part of the agreement, there would be an additional deter-

mination and agli?eement as to the percentage of total weight

which would be assigned to each role in the overall evalua-

tion of the individual. Possiblb minimum and maximum weights

.for each role would havemplready been determined by the

faculty and administration as a matter of policy, and each-

individual assignment would have to fit within those.guide-

lines. For example, if the institution determined that at

least 50% of a faculty member's overall performance evalua-

tion must derive from the teaching role, no faculty member

could choose to weight this role less than 50%.

In the event that the contrattual responsibilities or the

relative degree of emphasis or commitment to those respon-

sibilities should change substantially during the year;

either at the request of the appropriate contracting agent,

or the faculty member concerned, an evaluation of the per-

formance to that point should be carried out within a reason-

able amount of time. Any subsequent evaluation made on the

adjusted contractual agreements should date from the time of

the change.

1 8 .
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Evaluation of Selected Roles in Criteria

With the determination of the criteria for which a faculty

member is to be held accountable, the evaluation of his or
I.

her performance mo91d bitally individualized to the ex-

tent that the faculty member would be evaluated only on

those activities agreed to'and contracted for. In addition,

the evalution of a specific ictivity or role would be

weighted in direct proportion to the agreed upon emphasis

placed on that activity. An Individual's evaluation would

'thus reflect the,extent to which the assigned 'responsibilities

and duties had been carried-out regardless of what they might

be. In this manner, comparisons among faculty would be made

on a singular.index of success in their endeavors, rather

than trying to force their evaluations into a common role model.

Specifically, the-evaluation system would employ various forms

of rating devices, peer evaluations, student ratings, self-
S.

evaluations and supervisory evaluations, or combinations thereof,
Abl

deemed appropriate to assess each activity. Commercial rating

scales and evaluative devices could be used if desired in eval-

uating many facets of faculty performance. However, as sug-

gested earlier, ,the faculty and adminisiration (and perhaps

students, tio) should be involved in the formulation Of specz

ific evaluation strategies. All evaluation or data-gathering

devicep, however, result in a sitngle numerical index expressed
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on a common scale which reflects the extent to which the

faculty met the criteria agreed upon. The indices of per-

formance would then be weighted according to the pre-assigned

weights and a composite weighted index of kerformance would

result. Thissomposite index would then be comparable across

all faculty, regardless oi the specific-criteria against which

they were all being,evaluated.

EXAMPLE: Computing the Composite RoleRating

Assuming as in our earlier example that the faculty for an

institution had determined that for the Teaching role, 75%

of the weight of the total evaluation would be placed on the

input from students', 15% from peers,' 5% tr4m self, and 5%

from the department chair, the composite rating for the Teach-

ing role -yould be computed as follows:

Suppose, bn a scale of 1 to.5, with 5 being high, we obtain

the following ratings for an instructor on the Teaching role.

Students............ 4

5

Self....... ******* X

Dept. Chair.. ..... ..,3

To obtain the Composiie Role Rating, we multipli.each indivi-

dual rating by the specified weight for 'each data source. In

actual practice, some form of standard score would be used-

instead of the raw rating so as to minimize the accumulation

:18
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of error it the over-all rating. The raw ratings are used

here only for the purposes 9 clarity.

4 x 75% = .3.00

5 x 15,1 .75

Self........ . ... 3 x '5% .15

Dept. Chair......... 3 x 5% = 15

A

Composite Role Rating 4.05
4

For the remainder of the example,-assume that aII Composite

Ratin9s for each role have been computed in liee fashion.

Assume that Professor Jones has selected the following

activities or roles and th.?: colvesponding weights for his

contractual responsibilities:

Teaching...... 50%

Research............ 10%

Faculty Service..... 25%

Administration 15%

'FUrther, assume that all evaluation devices or dat:gathering

strategies used to rate his performance in each role share

the common scale of 1 to 5 where "1" represents a minimal rat-

ing and 4,5" represents a maximal one and that all Composite

Pole Ratings are computed in-the faShion shown above. Upon

being rated in eaCh role, Professor Jones receives the rol.

lowing total evaluation:

19
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COMPOSITE WEICHTED
pou WEIGHT RATING WING

Teasching 50% X 4.05 = 2.025

Research 10% X 3.75 .375

Faculty Services 25% X 3.50 =
*.875

Administration . '15% X 3.00 = .450

OVERALL COMPOSITE 'RATING .725

SimiiFly,.Pr.ofessor Smith,has roles, weights, and ratinv of:

,

COMPOSITE WEIGHTED
ROLE WEIGHT RATING RATING

Teaching 50% X 3.75 .. 1.875.

_Research 40% X 4.25 1.700

Publications 10% X 4.75 = .475

XIVERALL COMPOSITE RATING = 4.050
\

Thus, even though both faculty have somewhat diffemat assign-

ments, with diffetential weights beini given their various

roles, the OVEBALt. COMPOSITE RATING of 3.725 for Professor

Jones compared against the OVERALL COMEOSITE RATING of 4.05

for Professor Smith indicates that Professor Smith has been

perceived and adjudged as achieving greateib success in her

endeavors than, Professor Jones.

Therefore, as illustrated above, each faculty member may select

differek and individualiied criteria against which to be 'i/aluated

while still enabling comparisons with other faculty members when such

2 0
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comparisons are necessary for promotion and tenure decisions.

Evaluations and Merit Pay

It maybe argued that the system described above'results in

Ating'figures that imply a precision of measurement which is not

practically possible. It stipuld be noted, nowever, that the OVERALL'

COMPOSITE RATING figures reflect shot only the ratings given by in-

dividuals on various roles, but also the value structure of the fae-

ulty. It is this value structure which is being reflected with pre-

cision in Composite ratings carried out to two or three decimal places.

It should be remembered that each Composite Role Rating is comprised

of several different measures from several different sources, and thus

accuracy in the OVERALL COMPOSITE RATING is, I Wieve both warranted

and necessary. In addition, such accuracy becomes usiful when we wish

to utilize the OVERALL COMPOSITE RATING for the determination of merit

pay increases.

upon a faculty member's.OVERALL COMPOSITE RATING:

RAISE = MERIT UNIT X OVERALL COMPOSITE kATING

Where: MERIT UNIT = TOTAL MERIT MONEY AVAILABLE IN RAISE POOL
GRAND TOYAL OF ALL ELIGIBLE-OVERALL COMPOSITE RATINGS,

To use this equation, certain assumptions must be made. Assuming,

first, that we are Wing a common rating zrali (in our example, a 1 to 5

stale), and further assuming ihat it has been determined as a natter Of
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polity that any faculty members obtaining ap OVERALL COMPOSITE RATING

of between 1.000 and 1.999 are not eligible:for merit raises (since

such ratings would be reflective of below Satisfactory performance),

the equation would be used as follows:

1. Ihe total monies available for the raise pool would be deter-
s

mihed by the customary, present budgetary procedures. For the

purposes of notation, this totarmerit money is designated TMM.

The VVERALL COMPOSITE'RATINGS of all eligible faculty (i.e.

fatulty with OVERALL COMPOSITE RATINGS of 2.000-or higher),

would be stimmed to produce the Grand Total, of all OVERALL COM-

POSITE RATINGS and'is *designated as GTR.

The total merit money (TMM)*would be divided by the grand total

of the eligible ratings (GTR) to produce'the Merit Unit (MU).

To, deyrmines an individuars,Terit raise, his OVERALL COMPOSITE

RATING (OCR) would be multiplied by the Merit Unit (MU). This

.leads to the equation:

RAISE v.- ..X,OCR, Where: .
= TMM
trk

The following is an example of an application of the'formula:

Suppose that a given department witha9 faculty members iS given

a rAise pool Of $10,000.00. FUrther, suppose that 'wily 7 of the

10 fieulty have OVERALL COMPOSITE RATINGS of 2.000 or greater,.and

that the sum of all these seven OCR's is 26.92.
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First, the Merit Unit (MU) for the department is compuied:

TMM MU 10.4222
GTR -26.92

MU = $371.47

Thus, for Professor,Jones, with his OVERALL COMPOSITE RATING

or 3 725, we would compute a raise of:

RAISE =- MU X OCR RAISE t $371.47 x 3.725

RAISE = $1383.73

While Professor Smith, with her OCR of 4.05, would receive a

raise of:

RAISE = MU X OCR RAISE t $371.47 x 4.05

RAISE $1,504.45

Utilizing the above.loystem and equations, merit raises can be

tied directly to evalwations in a manner that should be viewed as fair

and equitable. Note that under 'this syAem, no single administrator

is solely responsible fOr determining who gets how much of a raise.

Input has been received from a variety of sources concerning the per-

formance of faculty in a numier of different roles, and the reiultant

ratings directly influence the'raises awarded. This system in no way

hinders the responsible administrator from reinforcing or rewarding

departmeMts as a whole, since this can be accomplished by providing

larger raise pools to the department.
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Conclusion

What have been outlined in this discussion are merely the high-
..

lightf a procedure whfch, in various forms, can'and has been success-.

fully developed by the author jn several colleges and universities'

around thevcountry. Needless to say, not all aspects of the system

have been dealt with in great detail owing to a lack of space in the

present format.. Obviously misOng'is a detailed outline of the deveIoio-

ment of the policies and operating procedures Oich must be built along

with the system, as well as a discusion of.cost and the organizational

structures necessary to tun it. However, the system permits such a

degree of flexib.lity, and; in fact, encourages and promotes individuali-

zation in its application, that it should be possible to implement in

. any of a large number of institutional and organizational settings.

6
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FIGURE 1

MEMORANDUM

704 All Faculty

ltibrder to assist.us in designing a faculty evaluation system that is
valid, fair, and equitable to all faculty being evaluatpd, it is .neces.-
sary that we determine the answers to,the following questions:.

1. What shbuld be the relative weight placed on each of the roles
faculty plau in the evaluaVi.on of overall performance?

1

What specifit- activities define each-role?

From whom should the inforMation be gatheredteonceking your
performance in each role?

How much value or we4ght should be placed on the information
provided by each 'source in the determination of your overall
evaluation?

To determine -the answers to these questions,l'we ask that you fill out
the matrix on the ftillowing page with the information requested below:

1. In the parentheses next to each faculty role listed indicate
the MINIMUM weight that should be placed on that role in the
evaluation process. for example, under the TEACHING role, if
you believe that every faculty member's* total evajuation should
be weighted at least 50% on his or her teaehing performance,
place '50" in the parentheses.

In the space underneath each role heading, list some of ihe'

activities which you believe should define or determine that
role. ,

In the cells under the columns headed STUDENTS, PEERS* SELF*
DEPT. CHAII4 ana'OTHER, indicate the percentagkof weight which-,
should be placed on the input or information provided by each
source relative to each role or activity for the,purposessof
evaluation. For example, under'the TEACHING role, if you
belie* what students report about your teaching performlnce-
should weigh the heaviist in the evaluation of your teaching,
Icou may choose to plate 75% under STUDENTS, 10% under PEERS)),
5% under SELFand 10% under DEPT. CHAIR'. lf, on the other
hand, you believe that whatiyour PEERS and ALUMNI report con-
cerning your teaching should be weiglited post heavily, you may
wish to.distribute the weights in some manner such as 10% under

*STUDENTS, 60% under PEERS, 5% under SELF., 5% under DEPT. CHAIR,
and,20% under'OTHER (ALUMNI).

4,

Thank you for your eboperation in assisting.in the design of-our faeuIty
evaluation system.
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